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ELECTRODE DRESSERS
NSRW Co., Inc. (800) 933-6779, FAX: (205) 663-3221 Authorized Distributor CMW Inc.

PNEUMATIC POWER HANDLE
FOR ELECTRODE DRESSING
PART NO. 18-1310
Light weight and rugged construction, this CMW
Pneumatic Power Handle requires a clearance of only
1 1/2" with a standard ring and 2" with an extended
ring. In most situations this allows dressing of electrodes without removal from the welder. Operating at
a cutting speed of 1200 RPM, it enables the operator
to dress electrodes quickly and accurately. Cutters
and guide rings are easily replaced. These must be
matched to the electrode nose and are selected from
the chart on page 46.
CMW Electrode Dresser 18-1310 is supplied without
blade holder, ring and cutter blade. When ordering,
specify the "Kit" appropriate for your dressing needs
as selected from the table on page 46.

10 1/2
2 1/2
1 3/4

1 1/ 2

PNEUMATIC POWER HANDLE
PT # 18-1310

1 1/2
1"
Cutter Kit not included.
Order Cutter Kit seperately
(see page 46)

(The "stud" furninshed with the "Kit" is not required when using the
Pneumatic Power Handle. It may optionally be used, but will
increase the clearance required on the welder for dressing).

Additional special cutters can be furnished upon
request.

Electrode Dresser — Part No. 18-1307
The Electrode Dresser quickly removes the “mushroomed” portions of
spot welding electrodes and renews 4RW or 5RW Taper, dome or
pointed electrodes with the proper operating contour. The Electrode
Dresser re-machinesboth upper and lower electrodes to the correct
profile “on the job”—provided both electrodes are identical—without
removal of the electrodes from their holders. Dresser is 10" long, with
a replaceable cutter of hardened tool steel.

Order replaceable cutters by—18-130701
Order replaceable handle by—18-130702

ELECTRODE DRESSER
PART NO. 18-1370

Precision Ground Contour Plates
2" Sphr. Rad. 3" Sphr. Rad. 4" Sphr. Rad. 6" Sphr. Rad. 8" Sphr. Rad. 10" Sphr. Rad. -

18-137001
18-137002
18-137003
18-137004
18-137005
18-137006

Replaceable 2" Roll Abrasive Cloth
18-137009

Electrodes Dressed to Any Radius Without Removal from Welder
In certified resistance welding and where clean,
strong welds are necessary on a production basis the Maintain-A-Contour Dresser pays big dividends. Its use not only assures consistent quality
welds in aircraft metals, but saves valuable production time in all dressing operations.

ORDER BY CMW PART NUMBER ONLY

The Maintain-A-Contour Dresser is supplied
with a spool of 240 grit cloth, and one set of (2 per
set) precision ground contour plates. Specify the
size radius (2"—3"—4"— 6"— 8"—10") plates
required.
Plates with special radii are available on special request. The abrasive cloth is standard 2"
width.
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